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in 1679 it was a good thing to be gently shoved by 
someone you loved. we had style that way. it felt 
good to be touched, period. as a matter of fact, 1679 
was the year they stopped serving champagne at 
the ballet.

 



the year was 1322, the sun shone gently overhead 
all day long like a benevolent babysitter... then night 
time crept in and the moon took over. that was when 
we started thinking seriously about ghosts.

  



2007 stands out. not because of the election or the 
funerals -- it's something more abstract. somehow 
it's the kindergartners; the way they started learning 
things, stomping carefully across the sidewalk in 
their little backpacks.



in 1975 you might find foreign coins in the dusty 
parts of bedrooms. they would be in a candle holder 
or an old ashtray. nobody ever pick them up and 
nobody could remember where they came from. in 
1975 it was no compliment to be reincarnated as a 
souvenir.



if i could travel faster than light i would go on a 
journey through time to a place where love was a 
wild river and the desert was full of quiet reptiles. i'm 
referring to the year 1361.

 



granted, we didn’t have as many machines in 1616 
as you have today but our machines were graceful. 
there was something complex about their simplicity, 
none of your contrived magic and refrigerator 
magnets… and our young people would get to know 
each other on walks together. 

 



i told her, “look, this isn't 1996. you can't just march 
into any old trailer park petting zoo and start 
demanding strawberry champagne popsicles. we 
live in a world where some people are missing limbs 
and some innocent citizens go to jail.”



in 219 certain gentlemen could wear an opera 
house; the refined acoustics tailoring cotton in the 
reflection of especially brilliant compositions. men 
like that sat down when they played the piano and 
they would wear a hat as if it were a bird's shadow.



in 1632 the flood came and there were catfish 
swimming through windmills. water ruled the earth 
uncompromisingly. it felt like a lifetime before the 
flood subsided. in a way it was a lifetime. they found 
the skeleton of a whale years later in the mountains 
and that's where Whale Mountain comes from.

 



in 1109 we had clowns too, just like how you‘ve got 
clowns today. clowns don’t change -- but the 
audiences do... nobody is clutching their daggers 
anymore. the only ones even remotely terrified are 
the adolescents.



fall of 1403 plays over in my mind like background 
music softly from the basement of memory. the 
sound of automobiles rushing down the streets, 
people going to the hardware store to purchase lord 
knows what.



1874 deserves a headstone. that was the year our 
water polo team was obliterated by the rival team. 
afterwards we had a fantastic party with boys from 
the brother school. Janet wore a lamp shade on her 
head and did fake accents. the next morning 
everybody had a terrible headache!



i’ve always belonged in 1935, when cows 
meandered over the countryside and siblings-- 
despite occasional feuds-- sincerely loved each 
other. a time when sandwiches had onions on them 
and people looked at the stars to keep from getting 
lost.



in 322 you would sometimes glance at a word, 
maybe the word was Simply, and just as you read 
Simply you would hear the word Simply in the song 
you were listening to. back then exhausted men 
would rub their beards against their chests and 
fingernail clippings looked like little crescent moons.



i remember looking out the bathroom window of the 
house i was born into and seeing the atrium outside 
and that empty bag of chips that blew around down 
there for at least a decade. in 8321 we adopted a cat 
who would sneak into the hallway and gaze down 
three flights of stairs.



in 1989 you didn't have to be a mathematician to 
know when something wasn't adding up. most 
people loved dogs and we kept perishables cold to 
preserve them. in 1989 jay walkers were considered 
courageous.



nowadays sentiment comes saran wrapped in 
novocain language. it was different in 1529. 
everything stirred with a chaos as wild as a starving 
stomach's teeth. we understood the shape-shifting 
essence of truth and we sure didn't court it with 
poems.

 



i'm a 1280's kind of woman. i'm stubborn but i'm 
reasonable. i'm not going to sugar coat my feelings, 
but i always think before i speak. i try to treat others 
the way i'd like to be treated. i'm tough on the 
outside but soft on the inside. i forgive but i don't 
forget. i might seem shy at first but i'm very funny 
and outgoing once you get to know me.

 



916 was a simpler time. for one thing the price of 
groceries wasn’t based on the cumulative weight of 
your worldly regrets and for another thing we didn't 
have so many moons. we just had the one moon. 
916 comes to me when i rake leaves.



in 1998 posture was everything. posture, how you 
handled a napkin, and whether or not somebody 
loved you.

 



i am saddened when i see my spotty hands beneath 
fluorescent lights. in the summer of 3040 i was 
staying at a hotel casino but i was too young to 
gamble. in the lobby they sold the most delicious 
lemonade slushees. how i long for the hands that 
held them!

 



in 690 we could catch trout with our hands. men 
painted their rooms in the middle of the night 
alongside beautiful women in spandex pants. into 
the darkest hours of the night, covered in paint and 
moonlight, just talking and painting.

 



in 1925 people would picnic on the edge of a park so 
they could keep an eye on their cars. the cars, 
meanwhile, watched school buses passing on the 
expressway. the kids in those buses would dose off 
with their heads bumping against the metal window 
frames. that was the year i got in a fight with the 
cable company. we both said some things we didn't 
mean.



summer of 1333 i dated a women with hair the color 
of a train rail. we hardly wore anything at all that 
summer. in the winter we bundled up, or i did 
anyway. i don’t know what she did.



in 1849 television sets showed the same things at 
the same times on the same channels in different 
living rooms. this revelation struck young people 
riding together in wooden carts, hacking away the 
private majesty of their lives with machetes of 
conversation.



the basketball hoops of 1477 would glimmer in the 
blue sky like floating bulls eyes. we'd get headaches 
from the sun and slurp too much from the water 
fountain. in 1477 we hoisted our chins on our elbows 
and stared at magazines. we paved our driveways 
with cement.

 



1831 occasionally emerges like the smell of duct 
tape or a familiar old carpet. the image of Alice 
skipping through the dark mystery of her own 
imagination, singing innocently, purging herself of all 
that fear, leaving it in my capable hands. “la, la la.”



in 1951 some of us got nicknames, like an older guy 
named Boobs who was always wearing a towel. 
waitresses really cared about their customers and 
many sanitation workers just wanted jobs hanging 
off moving vehicles.

 



ah, that carefree spring of 442! the ladies dreamt up 
outrageous schemes but, as time would tell, 
dreaming was about all they did -- which is to say 
nothing of us guys. we adopted The Song of 
Blossoms as our anthem, bellowing off-key by the 
pond and admiring our eyebrows in the water.



these photographs were found


